Planning Ahead

• Estimate peak hospitalizations

• Build capacity before you need it
  • Space: FEMA Mobile Hospital, Public Colleges, Surge Hospitals
  • Staff: Healthcare Professionals, Volunteers, Medical Students
  • Stuff: PPE, Ventilators, Beds, Food Service

• Models are estimates – could be better or worse
DAILY HOSPITALIZATIONS DUE TO COVID-19
County Specific

*Assumes Social Distancing

- Fairfield County
- New Haven County
- Hartford County
- Eastern Counties

Graph showing hospitalization data from March 1 to July 5.
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State Aggregate

* Assumes Social Distancing

~12,000 COVID-19 Beds
~2,500 Ventilators
Connecticut COVID-19 Gameplan

• Strong social distancing early

• Partnership with hospitals

• Build surge capacity before we need it

• Load balance across the state

• Prepare exit strategy